1. The IAPA templates
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Clusters and Variants

Variants allow to have multiple aliases for groups of fields.
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Clusters for individuals (USER) and organizations (ORGANIZATION) for human readable purposes. The IAFA differs from other

clusters are common element names that appear together as a physical entity such as a person or document or physical or is may

cluster is any network object being described. This could

means.

"Templates" are logical groupings of one or more data ele

"data elements" is a discrete—though not necessarily atomic—

data elements.

RELS digital libraries.

taken up in the RDF format that is used in the RePEc and

MHO, very good ideas about metadata. There ideas have been be

still used in ROADS but nowhere else.

the name comes from.

sources in Internet Anonymous FP Archive (you see where

existed Internet draft for a metadata format to describe re